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Dear Friends of the Reinhardt Abraham Memorial Foundation,
In the coming holiday season we all will look back to a year that shocks the world hallmarked
by the images of Paris, shaky cell phone videos of the shooting at the Club Bataclan, the
explosions during the international football match in the packed Stade de France. Our initial
disbelief turned into disgust to sadness and uncertainty: this is an attack on all of us to live in
our own way. The free society must be on guard, if it wants to remain free and to assert itself.
Yes, the pictures of Paris shocked us precisely because such horrible images do not fit into
our free society. We all naturally assume that roads, stadiums, restaurants and concert halls
are safe places. This basic trust is the basis of our freedom of life. We have to continue to
live our lifes to avoid that the terrorists and murders do not succeed to spread chaos
destabilization.
Communication and exchange instead of isolation is now more important than ever. Bringing
people together from different countries and cultures around the world is one way to
establish a better understanding of each other and find common values. This is our mission.
The scholarship of Reinhardt Abraham Memorial Foundation offers students of higher
technical education abroad the opportunity to deepen their knowledge of aircraft design in
Boeing`s engineering department and to gain valuable industry knowledge and insight
through hands on work experience in areas related to their academic or career goals. It also
provides opportunities to enhance social skills and experience foreign cultures and
friendship.
On November 20th, 2015 again four candidates have been selected for a scholarship out of
a group of eleven very talented young academics. To date 70 students have been at Boeing
since inception of the program, 48 participated in the exchange program between UoW and
TU Berlin.
The close collaboration of Boeing and Lufthansa Technik HR representatives is one
important success factor for the future of our Foundation. We owe a special appreciation to
Mike vander Wel, who this year was accompanied by Nicole Gagnier, a graduate of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and, last but not least, to April Stempniak from Boeing
for her superb collaboration. Also, the support of Savenia Budinic from Lufthansa Technik`s
HR organization continuously improves the student relationship management since it was
introduced in 2007.
After being more than three and a half years with Deutsche Lufthansa Berlin-Stiftung Silke
Kaden, our Secretary General, has decided to pursue other opportunities. She leaves the
Foundation in a solid financial condition thus enabling her successor Malte Ommen to
continue her successful work. I would like to take the opportunity to thank Silke for her
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support and her commitment to RASf and please join me in welcoming Malte Ommen and
wishing him good luck.
And applause to YOU all, the friends of RASf, for your continued support and your trust in
our work. I sincerely hope that we can rely on your continued loyalty also in the future.
On behalf of all members of the RASf team I wish you a peaceful Holiday Season and a
good start into a peaceful, happy and successful New Year 2016!
Best Regards,
Bernhard Conrad
Chairman of the Board
Deutsche Lufthansa Berlin-Stiftung
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Nicole Knop
Boeing Trainee Program
June 2015 to Dec. 2015

Time passes by really quickly when you’re
having fun! And so did my internship with
The Boeing Company. Looking back now,
all the paper work for this internship
doesn’t seem that exhausting or timeconsuming anymore. The great time I
spent in Seattle more than made up for it.
Seattle and the Puget Sound area in
general is an awesome place to live. Due
to kind of the same western culture, it
wouldn’t occur to me that I am in the US,
wouldn’t it be for all the American flags all
over the places.

supported the 787 Foreign Val team in
their validation activities for the 787-9 with
China which was especially interesting. In
hint site, I am really lucky I could switch to
Everett. It’s overwhelming let alone
standing in the factory. If you ever have
the opportunity, attend a “Join night” in the
Everett factory. That’s when airplanes roll
out the factory, switch production positions
and forward, middle and aft sections are
being assembled. Also walk up the
“catwalk” where you have an astonishing
view of the 747, 777 and 787 production
lines.

Figure 2

Figure 1

After an adventurous start and a delay the
internship started three months later in
June. For me, it was my first time in the
US and arriving a week prior to starting
work, gave me the chance exploring
Seattle, getting familiar with the area and
settling down a bit.
My first week with Boeing was rather
interesting too. Originally I should have
worked in Renton for the certification of
the 737MAX with FAA and EASA. Due to
“US person only” restrictions, I couldn’t sit
with my team because the whole building I
should have worked in was not accessible
for international employees. Anyways new
arrangements were made quickly and I
switched to the Boeing Everett site to work
with the Foreign Validation team for
747/767/777, which now had its third team
member. Although the team was small, I
enjoyed working for Boeing. I got the
unique chance to work with FAA and other
foreign civil aviation authorities such as
Canada, Swiss and Jordan. I also

In general, I couldn’t have had a better
time. My work and all of my co-workers
were amazing. No matter whom you ask,
you would always get a friendly and
qualified response.
The area around Seattle is unique,
especially if you like doing outdoor
activities. You got the Pacific Ocean and
the Cascades mountain range right next to
you. We were pretty lucky with the
weather so we did a lot of hiking like going
to Mount Rainier, Diablo Lake, the Ice
Caves and the Ape Cave, which is a lava
tube located just south of Mount St.
Helens in Washington state. Also due to
the warm winter and the amazing summer
(30 degrees Celsius and above) we had,
the Ice Cave collapsed just the day after
we have been there!
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Figure 4
Figure 3

Furthermore whale watching and little day
trips to cities like Vancouver, Portland,
Forks, Leavenworth and Winthrop were
totally worth it. Just one more thing is left
open on my list: go skiing. I have about a
week left with ski-lifts opening on
Thanksgiving. Although the delay to start
the internship was pretty tiring, I was now
able to experience a beautiful summer
including the 4th of July, an awesome fall,
Halloween and participating a typical
American Thanksgiving and the beginning
of the Christmas season.
I encourage everybody in the future to
travel and make the most of it also apart
from working! For my five days of
vacation, I flew to Las Vegas, rented a car,
drove to the Grand Canyon, San Diego,
Los Angeles, San Francisco and all the
way back to Seattle. I spent a day or two
in each city and did super effective
sightseeing. In total it was 2,835 miles of
driving in just one week, but so much fun
and lots to see and explore on the way.

Last but not least I would like to thank the
RASf, Boeing, Lufthansa Technik, TU
Berlin and everyone who supported and
contributed to this once in a lifetime
opportunity.
Merry Christmas and a wonderful year
2016!
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Ann-Kathrin Reschke
Boeing Trainee Program
Sep 2015 to March 2016

This report is based on the first six weeks
of my life here in Seattle.
First of all I would like to thank RASF and
Boeing for giving me that once in a lifetime
opportunity, to be part of that great
company and country.

I started my work in mid October, at that
time most of my team members where
new as well. So I did what everyone else
did, as my manager always says, "we are
all drinking from the fire hole ". Being in
such a new group was a great opportunity
to get involved from the beginning. After a
few weeks I had my own areas to work on,
learning new things every day. I really
enjoy working here and I am looking
forward a lot to the upcoming month.
Living in Seattle/ Washington

After being selected for the internship I
tried to imagine how life would be over
here. I read all the newsletters and
something where pointed out by all others
interns before. There will be a lot of
paperwork to do. Honestly I thought, it
could not be that bad. But is really was.
After getting through all the paperwork,
embassy appointments, many e-mails and
at least packing my back, I could not be
more exited to get here.
I got on a really early plane. The amazing
view just above Seattle and all its little
islands made up for all the trouble we had
to get this journey started. I got off the
plane and it started raining "cats and
dogs" right away. The driver that picked
me up assured that I have to get used to it
and that it will rain a lot over here. Well it is
not that bad everyone keeps saying.
Although we had a few rainy days, we had
at least as many as sunny days at all.

Seattle is a really nice and open-minded
city. There a so many things to do and to
see. We are quite busy exploring the city
and the surroundings. Seattle has some
really nice spots; Pikes place market and
Beth's café for example. Beth's café is
famous for its twelve eggs omlette. Even
in Germany you could see it on TV shows.
Spending Halloween here in the United
States was an outstanding experience.
One of my colleagues has an impressing
leisure activity. He decorates his whole
garden, courtyard and house for
Halloween. He has almost everything,
Witches, zombie babies, and a lot of pretty
cool carved pumpkins.

The first week I took care of some
administrative matters like getting a Social
Security Number, Boeing Badge and a
service provider for my cell phone.
Working at Boeing
I am working in 777 FAUB EE. FAUB is
the abbreviation for "Fuselage Automated
Upright Build". EE means Equipment
Engineering. My department is in charge
of the first fully automated production here
at Boeing. FAUB is a new method for
building the 777 fuselage, an advanced
manufacturing approach, to improve
workplace safety, efficiency and quality.
EE will deal with all equipment being used
to produce the fuselage.

Figure 5: Trick or Treat at the Andersons
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Figure 6

So far we went on a few trips to
Windthrop, Portland, Vancouver and my
favorite spot
Cannon Beach. Having a rental car and
American gas prices, offer me the chance
to explore not only Seattle itself, but also
the impressive surroundings.

Figure 9

I am really exited what will happen the
upcoming month. But I am sure there will
be a lot to do and more to explore. I am
really looking forward to see more of the
beautiful coast and the mountains. Again,
thank you RASF and Boeing for that great
experience.

Figure 7

Figure 8

I definitely will go back to cannon beach
one day. I can't believe that I already
spend six weeks in that beautiful city.
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Magdalena Schienle
Boeing Trainee Program
Jun. 2015 to Dec. 2015

Before giving an overview of my
experience of my internship with Boeing, I
want to thank the Reinhardt Abraham
Memorial Foundation as well as Lufthansa
Technik and the International Office of the
TU Berlin for giving students this amazing
opportunity to live in the US for half a year.
I still can’t believe that I got lucky to be
selected to work at The Boeing Company
and to actually live in Seattle for six
months. Nicole and I were supposed to be
the Interns for the summer semester but,
unfortunately, we experienced some
difficulties with our positions at Boeing so
that we didn’t start until early June. This, of
course, raised some difficulties with the
German semesters and the course of our
studies, but I still would say that the
internship totally compensates for the
delay.
Over at Boeing, I work with 777 Tool
Engineering FAUB (Fuselage Automated
Upright
Build).
A tool
engineer’s
responsibility is to design the tools that are
needed for building an airplane. Due to a
major change in the production system
(the use of robots as well as building the
airplane right side up), new tools were
needed which my team designed. The first
FAUB airplane started in early September
– so perfect timing for me to actually see
and experience the changes.
I was given two major projects: The first
project was a redesign of floor boards
because the old design had several flaws
to it. On the second project, I was
supposed to ensure that the tools that me
and my colleagues designed, work as
intended. By doing so, I spent a lot of time
in the factory and in the airplanes and got
a good overview on how the airplane gets
build.
My colleagues took me in really quickly
and challenge me with interesting tasks
which really matter meaning you also have
a lot of responsibility. So, you are rather
seen as a coworker and not as an intern
and my team certainly manages to keep
me busy. I have learnt a lot from them and
really appreciate it.

Figure 10: The 747 dedicated to the Seahawks

Over the summer, Boeing has a lot of
interns and intern activities. Renting a
whole movie theatre or a whole bar just for
the interns are some of the things Boeing
organized for us. But even once the
interns are gone (which is in September at
the latest), Boeing still offers a lot of
classes, tours and opportunities for people
to network and to educate themselves. A
good idea for the interns in the winter
months is probably REACH – the network
for newly employed people at Boeing
which also offers many different activities.
Outside of work, Nicole and I did a lot of
sightseeing in Washington. Seattle is nice
but I really, really like Washington. The
landscape is beautiful and we have done a
lot of hiking. We often drove multiple hours
just for a hike or for a beautiful view and it
was usually worth it. Highlights (just to
mention a few) were the Ice Caves, the
Ape Cave (which is a lava tube), Mount St.
Helens and the Olympic Peninsula.

Figure 11: Ice Cave in the North Cascades
National Park

If possible, you should also try to go to a
Seahawks game. The Seattleites are
crazy about them and every Friday is Blue
Friday at Boeing, meaning you’re
supposed to show your appreciation for
the team. Even though I didn’t follow
American Football before I got here or
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even knew the rules, I still really enjoyed
the game. The tickets are super pricy but
the atmosphere in the stadium is really
amazing. In my opinion a must do if you
live in Seattle!

Figure 12: Seahawks vs Detroit Lions - the
Hawks won!

To me, Seattle appears to be very
European. People go jogging a lot, are
interested in health and nutrition and
certainly do a lot of outdoors activities – so
a very healthy lifestyle (although it still
feels like every household would have at
least two cars).
You notice that the public transport system
is not as well developed as in Berlin once
you try to get back from work and are
stuck in traffic again but that’s something I
got used to. Whenever possible, I tried
carpooling with Nicole because the
Americans
have
lanes
uniquely
designated to cars with two or more
persons in them and those lanes tend to
be a lot less crowded than the regular
lanes.
I just can repeat myself: This program is
great! I got to know many new people,
learnt a lot while working over here and
got
presented
a
really
beautiful
Washington. I am really grateful that this
opportunity was given to me and hope that
the future interns will enjoy the time over
here as much as I do.
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Andrè Kaufhold
University of Washington
Sep. 2015 to March 2016

‘Welcome to the US!’ I clearly remember
those words from the federal agent when
passing the immigration at the Sea-Tac
Airport in Seattle. The tone was not
particularly friendly, but nevertheless it
sounded like I was being congratulated
and I got the slight feeling of having
successfully completed
something. I
briefly reflected the process of getting
here, which started in 2013 with a
recommendation of my former supervisor,
who attended the Trainee Program with
Boeing, and ended with endless
paperwork for the visa/ university
application. But suddenly I realized that it
was not about having finished anything
because the recent flight just dropped me
off and it was indeed the beginning of a
great time in Seattle.
Arriving in Seattle was comfortably easy
for me. It was a very warm welcome by my
future hosts, who are incredibly hospitable
and truly make me feel being home, in
combination with the overwhelming
impressions of the first sunny weeks. Both
helped a lot to settle down and orientate in
the new environment. To give some
examples of the impressions, my hosts,
Jascha and I went sailing all over Lake
Union and Lake Washington were we
enjoyed a fascinating view of the skyline
from the lakeside. Since I have always
been intrigued by flying and the related
physical phenomena, visiting the Museum
of Flight and getting involved into the
Boeing Family Day at Boeing Field were a
must. Beyond the museum and Boeing
facilities, there is another reason why
Seattle is the place to be for aviationenthusiasts: When you look into the sky
and turn your head around you will at least
see two airplanes that range from a
gigantic B747 getting ready for the final
approach on to a Havilland DHC-2, a small
seaplane. This is the plane we took to get
a fascinating view of the skyline from the
airside as well. Occasionally, we have
even managed to escape from the city and
explored the surroundings of Seattle by
going hiking in the beautiful Cascades,
spending a relaxing afternoon at a creek,
or taking a short bus trip and crossing the

Canadian border to visit Vancouver.
Despite all those memorable experiences,
I do not want to miss mentioning that the
Pacific Northwest has a close similarity to
European culture and characteristics
which preserved me from getting any kind
of cultural shock at all. Sometimes it even
takes seeing a raccoon in the garden or
national flag hanging in front of the William
E. Boeing Department of Aeronautics and
Astronautics to remind me of being in the
US.
This leads to the primary reason of being
in Seattle and the major benefit of the
student exchange program. I am
conducting studies at the University of
Washington (UW), ranked to be no. 15 on
the
Academic
Ranking
of
World
Universities, and getting an impression of
its outstanding quality of research and
teaching. Previous exchange students
already highlighted the main differences at
UW in comparison to our home university.
I honestly must agree of having a more
intense teaching in the quarter system.
However, I want to add two vital variations

Figure 13

I have noticed so far. First, is the overall
identification with the university itself.
When walking around on campus or sitting
in the classroom,
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the
university’s
color
purple
is
omnipresent. Due to offering every kind of
research, club for hobbies and setting up a
whole institution around the college sports,
UW provides an all-inclusive program for
every interest. This gives purpose in many
students’ lives and concludes in a stronger
identification than I used to know. The
second difference I want to point out is the
approach of teaching. Because of the
close relationship to the Boeing Company,
courses at UW really put emphasis on a

Figure 14

practical view. They contain the purest
engineering methods that prepare you for
successfully pursuing tasks as a structural/
electrical/ avionics engineer challenging
you
with
realistic,
industry-related
problems while I expected the typical
theoretical approach. In conclusion, I am
very grateful for taking advantage of the
first class all-inclusive program of the UW
which definitely enriches my academic
development.
Therefore, I want to thank the Reinhardt
Abraham
Memorial
Foundation
in
particular, the Technical University of
Berlin as well as everyone else, who
supported me and enabled this unique
experience of studying abroad in the US.
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Jascha Grabsch
University of Washington
2015 Sep. 2015 to March 2016

Before I start writing about my experiences
of the first few months in Seattle, I would
like to thank the Reinhardt Abraham
Studienförderung, the International Office
at the Technical University Berlin and here
at the University of Washington for their
support during the whole time and for
making this exchange possible. It has
been a wonderful experience so far and I
continue to enjoy every day here in
Seattle.
The application process, once I was
selected for the program, seemed very
confusing at first, but really it breaks down
to the online application at the University
of Washington and then the application for
the US Visa. Once these things got
started, I could deal with one of the main
concerns before my arrival in Seattle.
Where was I going to stay for the next six
months? There were several options,
living on campus (a lot of new students
choose this, but actually move off campus
after the first quarter), renting an
apartment or renting a room at a host
family. Living on campus was very
tempting, but also very expensive. Usually
you don’t get your own room, but rather
share one with one or more students.
Renting an apartment also seemed like a
good idea, but really once I started looking
it wasn’t easy at all to find something that
was close to the university, furnished and
had a reasonable rent. Now I have been
living with a host family for the past two
month, and it is great. There is absolutely
nothing to worry about, which leaves a lot
more time to do things and explore.
Seattle is a very nice city with countless
things to do and actually quite small
compared to Berlin. Still it takes ages to
get anywhere within the city. The public
transport system is said to be one of the
best in the US, and it probably is. Some
adjusting is needed, when you are used to
the Berlin public transport system. Here
buses only go every half hour at peak
times and during the night, don’t even
think about it. Nightlife though is also quite
different, most bars and clubs close at 2
am, which means people start going out
earlier. There is a lot to see in Seattle, the

Space Needle, the EMP museum, Pike
Place market, the museum of flight and
those are just a few of the things I enjoyed
so far.

Figure 15: 3EMP Museum and Space Needle

Thanks to a very warm and sunny autumn,
hiking around Seattle has been one of my
favorite activities. The mountains are so
close to the city, that everybody gets out
into nature on the weekends. For example,
Snoqualmie Mountain, which is less than
an hour away from the Seattle, but has an
astonishing view on a clear day.

Figure 16: View from the top of Snoqualmie
Mountain, looking north.

Studying at the University of Washington,
people call it UW (pronounced U-Dub), is
very different from studying in Germany. A
major difference is the quarter system,
compared to our semester system. The
content of a whole class is compressed
into about ten very intense weeks. This
means classes are up to three times a
week, with weekly homework, one or two
midterms and a final exam at the end.
Classes are very small, thus the
relationship to your professor is very
different. I think the professors are really
interested, that their students understand
and learn what they teach. They
encourage you to talk to them after class
or come to their office hours to ask
anything and if you do they really take
their time to help. This is a major
difference to what I had experienced
before in Germany. The campus itself is
very pretty with a lot of grass, trees and
fountains. A lot of the buildings look
interesting, like the aeronautics and
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astronautics building, where I spend most
of my time. It is very convenient that quite
a few buses actually go through the
campus, even though I choose to ride my
bike to University nearly every day.
Anyway, from November to March, Seattle
has an average of 15 days of rain per
month, not necessarily strong rain, it is
mostly some kind of drizzle, but still
sometimes you don’t want to get on your
bike in the morning.
Figure 18: The Husky Stadium from a birds view.
Right next to it is the UW Campus.

Figure 17: Guggenheim Hall - The Aeronautics
and Astronautics Building.

Vancouver B.C., just on the other site of
the border to Canada is a very nice city to
spend a weekend. It is a lot different from
Seattle and has a lot of things of its own to
offer.
There are still a lot of things to do and
places to see in the next few months. I am
very much looking forward to it and once
again I am very grateful that this wonderful
experience was made possible for me.

The US is famous for American football,
but not only professional football. College
football is a huge thing. Actually the
stadiums for college football are bigger
than the ones for the professionals. The
stadium for the Huskies (UW football
team) is located directly next to the
campus and has capacity of 72,500 which
makes it the largest stadium in the Pacific
North West. Watching one of the games
was a great experience and there is an
area only designated to students in the
stadium. The picture of the stadium was
taken during a short flight between Lake
Washington and Green Lake.
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Robert Kossakowski
Boeing Trainee Program
Sep. 2015 to March 2016

The work at Boeing began for me in a
fluent transition after handing in my
Master’s Thesis just the week before. It
was a tight schedule when I arrived at
Seattle on October 21st. A Boeing driver
brought me directly to the site where the
Pre-Employment-Session took place – we
got there just in time and I was able to
start my work two days later. I would like
to thank April Stempniak from Boeing for
making this fast transition possible. For the
first three weeks I stayed in a hotel in
Lynwood, 10 minutes from the Everett site
where I am working. To be exact I am
working in the Bomarc building close to
the plant for the Propulsion Structures
Engineering department. The team is
working on all aircrafts and I have been
assigned to the 777X development project.

elements to analyze fatigue phenomena.
And this is exactly what my first task was
about. After spending half a year in
automobile aerodynamics I immediately
recognized that I am back in aviation
business: Every stroke is documented in
pamphlets, manuals and procedure
instructions. Because I have not had
experience in stress calculation at all I
never felt so thankful to read all of them.
Working on this new topic abroad
becomes even more challenging. It starts
with looking up technical vocabularies
(e.g. sleeves and B-nut) and goes to the
imperial system (Why does a 3/8 inch tube
have a size 12 fitting?). I am very glad that
I can bother my group with all kind of
questions and presume that I already
learned a lot.

Figure 20: The Bomarc Building

Figure 19: Me in a 787 cockpit mockup at the
Dreamliner Gallery

Engineers in this department ensure that
parts for integrating the jet engine into the
aircraft will cope with occurring structural
loads. Saying it simple, nothing should fall
off, nothing should explode. The jet
engine, which is undergoing a separate
development and certification process with
its supplier, needs to be connected to the
fuel, secondary air and electrical systems.
Brackets, tube assemblies, cowling and
thrust reverser parts (to name a few) are
designed by Boeing in close coordination
with the engine supplier. These parts must
comply with strict certification regulations
and even higher internal requirements.
Typical analysis approaches include
calculating the stress according to
operational, proof and burst loads as well
as modeling the part as a system of finite

After three weeks I moved to the
apartment near Green Lake to spend the
rest of this outstanding experience over
there. Being a motorhead of course I used
my first free time exploring what the States
have to offer in vehicles. Where but not
here can I easily compare the V6 versus
the V8 model of the new Chevrolet
Camaro? Indeed it is the 430 PS under the
hood of the 8-cylinder beast which simply
made me smile.
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Merry and Christmas
to all of you and
a happy and successful New Year
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